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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
The fight with the bird/thief cat has continued! 

	 As Lunch, Jake, and Lunch’s kittens got ready to go out and fight, the 
fight with the bird/thief cat continued. 10 cats had just been launched out of 
cannons, and were flying through the air. Mavis and Harvey, 2 of the ten cats 
in the air, had their weapons ready and pointing forward. The cats, Mavis, 
Harvey, Rudy, Judy, Juliet, Naya, Stripy, Ice, Rice, and Rice jr. struck the bird/
thief cat with considerable force, and when their gripping swords broke the 
skin of the bird/thief cat, in noticed and screeched, “you wanna ride? You 
wouldn’t last a minute!!” The cats nodded grimly, swords still stuck into the 
bird/thief cat, as paw holds or chubby holds. The bird/thief cat twisted 
upside down and then right side up again, but the cats on its back just held 
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Image above - Lunch, 
who’s taking a last 
minute rest before 
going out with Jake 
and her kittens to join 
the fight. 
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its many beating wings and their grip swords. As 
soon as the bird/thief cat got back upright again 
though, the cats started hacking like mad with 
their other weapons at whatever part of the bird/
thief cat they had landed on. However, when the 
bird/thief cat did sharp loops and turns, the cats 
stopped hacking and held onto their gripping 
swords. 


	 The bird/thief cat was getting very 
annoyed. But when Rudy and Judy found a spot 
where their skin was weaker, the bird/thief cat 
could take it no more. With a mad screech, they 
dove toward the hospital building. If they 
couldn’t defeat the cats, the bird/thief could take 
a whole lot of cats along with them in death. 
Rudy and Judy saw this first and jumped off the 
bird/thief cat. Ice, Rice, and Rice jr. followed suit,  
just before Naya and Stripy made their jumps. 
Juliet jumped, but carefully. Mavis jumped, and 
then, closing his eyes tightly shut, Harvey 
jumped too. Even with his parachute, it took 
Harvey much shorter to fall gracefully back to 
the ground. 


	 The bird/thief cat realized what the cats had done a moment to late to 
do any serious turning. They tried to flap back around with their many wings, 
but only managed to slow their dive. The bird/thief cat flapped harder, and 

faster, and stronger, but still hit the hospital with 
a resounding smack. The bird/thief cat fell 
down to reveal a large spiral of cracks, where 
they had hit the hard concrete of the hospital 
building. Luckily, the front wing had been 
evacuated of all patients. As the bird/thief cat 
fell down, barely conscious, 5 cat teams looped 
giant chains around them, and then sat near 
the chain handles, ready to grab them to 
restrain the bird/thief cat. It was at this moment 
that Lunch arrived, with Jake and her kittens. 

They checked in with Harvey, and then headed up the hospital stairs, with a 
mission in mind. 


	 Subscribe again for the final fight with the bird/thief cat!
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Image above - Harvey, 
who had been afraid 
his parachute 
wouldn’t support him.

“Why do Lunch, 
Jake, and 
Lunch’s kittens 
get a special 
mission?”  

 - JULIET, BLACKPELT, AND 
JULIET’S KITTENS
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